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Former student shot after
allegedly aiming unloaded
gun at SLO police officers
ByJ.W. McPhitil
SUNWftiM

CFA fights parking hike
Negotiations with
CSU at standstill;
ctdl raise needless
ByKatlwyiBniMlIo

■ttftwmf____________________________
The California Faculty Asiodation
has been resisting this year’s parking
fee increase and is in negotiations with
the state about the fee raise.
The C alifornia State University
system attempted to raise parking fees
to $12 a month in September 19U. But
because parking fees and other such
stipulations must be negotiated with
CFA, the faculty union, before they pay
them, the faculty is still paying $6 a
month.
The parking increase situation is
presently in the fact-finding stage.
After months of negotiations, the CFA
and CSU have agreed upon a neutral
lawyer from San Diego to review the
material and give a recommendation to
the CSU. The recommendation will not
be legally binding, but rather a review
of the facts for the basis of negotia
tions. It is expected to be presented in
mid-March.

” We don’t mind pasring the fee,” said
Adelaide Harmon-Elliott, Cal Poly
math professor and president of the
CFA chapter on campus.” We’re doing
it for the benefit of the students,
because they can't speak out. We won't
pay the increase until the CSU proves
to us that they need the money.”
The CFA filed their complaint early
enough to be allowed not to pay the in
crease. Other unions have ¿ready ne
gotiated with CSU. And the faculty and
police unions are the only ones still in
negotiations.
The CFA contests that the state
system doesn't need the money. The
money collected from parking fees (and
various fines), which are currently $36 a
quarter for everyone except faculty,
goes into one reserve from all 19 cam
puses. According to CFA research, this
reserve has reached over $32 million
which is supposed to be kept available
for construction.
The CSU said the reserve fund is
large because they were waiting for
* construaion of a multi-level parking
structure at the Cal State Northridge
campus, according to the Associate
Chancellor Jacob Samit.
Samit said that their figures show
that the reserve fund is approximately
$20 million and the reason is because
they have not began the construction at
Sac PARKING, back page

The shotgun allegedly aimed at two
police officers by a former Cal Poly biolog
ical science student Tuesday mor^ng was
unloaded, said San Luis Obispo Police
Captain Bart Topham.
However, four shells were lying near the
weapon.
A Robert T. Lambing, 22, originally
from Piedmont, was in stable condition
and under guard at French Hospital, a
hospital spokesman said Wednesday.
The shotgun was a pump-action
Mottberg with a pistol grip.
An HAK 93 assault rifle, a .22 caliber
semi-automatic rifle and a .43 caliber han
dgun were also found in the house where
the shooting took place, said Topham.
Lambing was last enrolled at Cal Poly
fall quarter 1988, and had been a student
since September 1987.

Topham said that at 4:43 a.m. Tuesday,
officers Dale Strobrige and Tom Owen
were sent to 3101 Rockview Place because
neighbors had complained of loud music
coming from the house.
Strobridge taw Lambing point a
shotgun at him through an open front
window. Strobridge fell to the ground and
warned Owen.
Lambing then came through the front
door, said Topham and allegedly pointed
the shotgun at Strobridge. Both officers
identified themselves and yelled at Lamb
ing to drop the shotgun.
Lambing then allegedly pointed the gun
at Owen, said Topham, and both officers
fired one shot.
The suspect was struck in the left arm
and the buttock.
The officers' weapons were a .38 caliber
revolver and a .43 caliber automatic.
Another man and a woman were also at
Sm SHOOTING, page 4

Speaker says ^American Indians
taken advantage of* by courts
By Brace Sathertaad
staff Wfttw

Centuries ago the American Indian free
ly roamed the land, today they battle in
federal and state couru for rights to
possess portions of it, said a political
science professor Tuesday.
Addressing a small group in the UU’s
Multi-Cultural Center, Cal Poly associate
professor Philip Fetzer discussed the
righu of American Indians and the pro
blems the judicial system has in resolving
conflicts of tribal law versus Constitu
tional law.
A number of cases have shown up in
both state and federal courts concerning
the rights of American Indians who
entered into land treaties with European
settlers.
The cases have been brought by Indians
who felt they, or their ancestors, were
taken advantage of by settlers who wrote
treaties and then later did not honor the
agreements.
"Many American Indians did not have
the concept of land ownership and were
easily taken advantage of,” said Fetzer.
"It is very difficult to talk about a concept
that one of the groups has no name for.”
Sec LAW, back page
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Dean Scott unifies Student Affairs and its philosophy
Profile: Hazel Scott
current position. “ I would be less
than honest to u y that all people
staff WfHw___________
don’t look at gender or color, but
ncreased contact with stu I have to admit that the recep
dents and a unified office are tivity has been very good, perthe goab of Cal Poly's dean of sondly, and also to my role here
at the university,” she said.
Student Affairs.
Hazel Scott, former assistant "After people have an opportu
vice president of Student Aca nity to work with me they begin
demic Affairs at Oklahoma Sute to see me as an individual and
University, took over as Cal Po not look at gender or race as an
ly's dean June 1 and admitted issue, but see Hazel Scott as an
she came to California with some issue, and no one can ask for
anything other than that.”
preconceived notions.
” I had this bias that California
Cal Poly was ready for her
was very laid back,” she said, because the office of Student Af
but, "there is a level of intensity fairs was looking for someone to
here that I did not expect to find, provide direction, she said.
and am pleased with that.”
Student Affairs is a very
"People here are very intense diverse division and Scott said
and I think it’s because they take she wanted to solidify its
what they do very seriously,” philosophy and approach toward
Scott said. "Theyjwant Cal Poly students.
to be the best at what it does.”
"Our philosophy is that stu
Scott is the first black woman dents are individuals, that we
in Cal Poly’s history to hold her should treat them as unique

By UMParaoM

Tcople here tre very
intenee and I think
it*8 because they
take what they do
very seriously. They
want Cal Poly to be
the best at what it
does.*

I

— Hazel Scott

human beings. We should value
the contributions that they bring
and we should work with them in
a developmental way,” said
Scott.
Her plan for improving com
munication with students is to
hold open forums and invite a
cross-section of students to
discuss issues that affect and

concern them. "An important
part of what I do is to obtain the
pulse of the students and what
they’re thinking. The forum con
cept will go a long way to pro
vide interaction.” She added,
time permitting, she always tries
to attend the functions various
clubs and campus organizations
invite her to.

Scott said she views her first
year as dean as a learning expe
rience and that everyone has
been very cooperative and
helpful. She said stepping into
her position after former dean
Russell Brown’s resignation was
not a problem. "I found that
everyone was very willing to put
the past behind them and look
forward. We focus on what we’re
doing now and what we’re going
to do in the future and how we
can benefit the students. The
past is the past.”
In the seven months Scott has
been in office she said she has
not only been adjusting to her
job, but to California as well. "1
find this climate extremely com
patible with me,” she said.
She also remarked on the sce
nery of San Luis Obispo and how
much she enjoys living near the
ocean. ’’The topography is
beautiful and I’m still enthralled
with the blue and blue-green of
the ocean.”
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Do you think nuclear power
is a viable energy source?
Do you feel comfortable living
so close to Diablo Canyon?
“ I feel coaifortaMc IHrlat so doss so
loag as I kaow that Umts's a Id of coo*
powsr as a vteMc casrgy
I fsd that Biaybc we shoeM
dw other caergy soarccs la the
world — csplorc solar caergy — before we
get loo deep lato aadear power.
as far M

—Roark Schultz

“I doa't feel real safe Uvtag aext to
Diablo ... becaase of the Saa Aadreas faall
... bat 1 do feel that aadear power Is a
very, very iaiportaat soarce of eaergy.*'
—Robert Hunt

“ No, I really doa't kaow loo laoch aboal
it, bat Jasi like froai the discaasloas we’ve
had la dass sad staff, it really doesa’I
soaad like loo safe of a tMag .. I'd say I
really woaMa't fed safe.
—Rene Fernandez

Health food vs. fast food
By
Bruce Sutherland

By
YumI Sera
Baseball, hot dogs, apple pic ...
Pepsi, the choice of a new
generation ...
You deserve a break today at
McDonald’s ... Ahhhh! We’re be
ing surrounded, bombarded, by
advertisers trying to sell us food
to poison our bodies. Junk food
— it’s fast, easy, convenient and
delicious. It’s also fattening, low
in nutrients and high in cholesterol.
Isn’t it funny how millions of Americans spend
nearly a billion dollars a year on diets and gym
memberships to look good, but a "night-on-thetown’’ includes having a couple of drinks and
eating a full course meal made of fats and sugars?
The total attitude is " I ’ll treat myself to dessert
tonight and work out twice as hard tomorrow."
There’s nothing wrong with that. The problem
lies in the word ‘treat.’
Food has become a reward, a form of entertain
ment and even, a symbol of love.
When I was little, my mom would stop at Baskin
Robbins for ice-cream if I behaved well. Sound fa
miliar?
During my first year in the dorms at Cal Poly,
my mom sent care-packages filled with chocolate
chip cookies or brownies. The sugar-filled treats
made me feel loved.
I don’t think 1 would have felt the same about
the care-package if my mom had filled it with
whole-wheat crackers, apples or bran muffins, and
I know I wouldn’t bwn a "good little girl" if mom
treated me to carrot sticks on the way home.
We’ve grown up in a world where food tastes
good if it has rich, creamy sauces over it or clumps
of sugar. The classic example is the cheese com
mercial whae the mom smothers broccoli with
Cheddar cheese to make h a family happy.
Why can’t we treat food for what it is, a staple of
life? Why can’t we eat nutritiously and enjoy it —
enjoy the natural sweetness of an apple without
the carmel and nuts o v a it?
We need to start being aware of what we put in
our bodies and our reasons for eating. Junk food
should only be eaten in extreme modaation.
We need to go back to the basics of good nutri
tion — eating fish, chicken, salads (with crisp green
latuce and vegetables) and fra h fruits.
Our bodies are the vehicles in which we live.
Would you put sugar in your car and ruin its
engine?
Then why do we continue to pollute our bodies
with things that ruin our engines?

Wheat germ? Soy beans?
Tofu? Bleeeaach!
Healthy food ... what’s the
point? To live as long as a giant
redwood by eating a diet of dirt
and kelp? No thanks. I would
rather mow a couple bagel dogs,
suck down a Big Gulp, and top it
off with a few Ding Dongs.
Why anyone would choose to
ingat such insipid vile stuff as a sprout burger on
mineral bread when they can run down to Frank’s
and grab a pair of dripping chili-cheese dogs is
beyond me.
Remember when you w ae on long road trips
with the carbon-base parental units and you would
stop off at a Fosta Freeze or Dairy Queen. I
always ordaed a cheeseburga, fries and a coke.
Then dad would la me end up with a chocolatedipped ice cream. Man, that was the good life.
Now-a-days. parent-jailas torture their kids with
places like The Good Earth and soup-and-salad
bars. And the kids don’t even know what they’re
missing.
It’s a crime to force this nutritional food onto the
helpless children. How are they going to know
what a Big Mac is if all they eva g a is roughage?
To deny the children that wonderful aroma of
french fries is a practice that must stop. Whoppas.
Taco Bell-Grandes and onion rings are not things
youth should be deprived of.
Fast food has an interesting, unique taste that is
almost impossible to find anywhere other than at
one of the food chains.
And not only are these foods tasty, they’re
quick. Go to a health-oriented restaurant and the
wait is likely to be IS to 20 minutes just to get the
food. Over at the Bell, I’m in and out in less than
10 minutes including chow time.
The food may not be of the highest nutritional
value but I doubt it will cause me to kick off in the
next day or two. Baides, I’m young. A youthful
body can handle anything.
One of our greatest senses is taste, and I intend
to treat mine to things that are enjoyable. Things
like chocolate mousse, Cheez-its, brownies, f rench
fries, ice cream and half-pounders from Scrubby’s.
As the song gocs,"These are a few of my favorite
things ... .’’
The point to living a full life is to know what you
like and enjoy it, not deny yourself. I enjoy food
that is easily accessible and titillates my palate,
not food that turns my saliva into mud and makes
me think I’m eating the same thing a cow does.

Letters to the Editor
“ I think it is, becaase it’s safe, knowing
that aiy parents work oat there, and it Is
vainaMe to nie becaase it pats food on the
table, and so, yeah, I woald say It's Im
portant.
— Sammie Johnson

"No, 1 don’t like nnclear power and I
don’t like living that dose to Diablo. I
grew np around here. I grew up with
Diablo. My dad got arrested, 1 got ar
rested for Diablo. I didn’t like it — it’s too
dose, it’s too dangerous. PGAE messed up
too many times. We’re paying for it, but
we don’t want i t ... No, I’m not for it at
all.’’

Condom issue
is important
Editor — I found Eric Soldau’s
later of Feb. 27 to be ignorant
and naive. The condom issue
does not besmirch Cal Poly’s
immaculate image, nor should
anyone co n sid erin g
AIDSpreventive
measures
bother
him/herself with such petty con
cerns.
Many reputable colleges across
the nation have installed condom
dispensers in restrooms. Stan
ford University, that bastion of
conservatism, has conducted a
“ Condom Awareness W eek,’’
during which students were
given free variety packs of con

—Katie Denneen
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doms with questionnaires asking
them to rate the rubbers in terms
of effeaiveness, appeal and yes,
even taste!
L im iting
the
on-cam pus
availability of condoms to the 40
hours per week that the Health
Center’s pharmacy is open does
nothing to slow the spread of
AIDS. As a “ young adult with
responsibility" wouldn’t Soldau
be happy to know that his sexual
partner had never faced the
dilemma of needing a condom
after S:15 p.m. or on a weekend?
If someone in this situation
makes the irresponsible decision
of foregoing protection, does he/
she deserve the risk of contrac
ting the worst disease of our age?
Do his/her subsequent partners
deserve being exposed to this

risk?
I hope that helping tp prevent
even one humiliating, torturous
death from AIDS is something
that Soldau would be proud to
take responsibility for.
Fritz Anderson
Architecture

AIDS problem
warrants space
Editor — In response to William
Fight’s “ Sick and tired of AIDS”
letter of March I: The Mustang
Daily has run its share of front
page AIDS stories, as have many
See Letters, page 3
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From page 2
other papers. {L.A. Times, N.Y.
Times) etc. Because the Mustang
Daily has run these stories hard
ly makes it “ exclusively an
ADIS awareness paper."
Newsbreaking information and
facts on a disease that kills and
is spreading can hardly be con
sidered "trivia" as you called it.
The disease has not (yet) affected
a "great percentage" of the stu
dent population at Cal Poly, but
some students have tested posi
tive for the AIDS virus. This
makes the issue important to the
campus.
Your comments about the
paper running stories that are
only "massaging the reading
public with special interest
stories and emotional gags"
seem hardly justified.
If you want to read a technical
paper William, go read a
magically exciting research paper
of thermodynamics.
Brendan Adams
Ornamental Horticulture

Liberation vs.
discrimination
Editor — All who are truly
liberated deplore discrimination.
But the sexual preferences of our
professors is not an appropriate
concern for higher education.
The Greek culture from which
western civilization derives its
roots was bi-sexual. But 1 hope

we study Socrates in college for
better rea:.ons than that!
Max Darnielle
Professor, English

Barricaded by
dorm bike race
Editor — On Sunday morning, I
came to campus to pick up my
partner from Sequoia for a job
bid. Upon arriving, I found
Perimeter Drive blocked off at
the Ag Building. The attendant
let me into the parking lot across
the street from the Faculty Of
fice Building. It was awkward
enough not being able to park at
the Administration Building
where our other vehicles were
parked, but this was just the
beginning.
I walked to Sequoia and found
the roads had been blocked for a
bike race. I saw the contestants
lined up at the starting line and
stepped off the curb to cross the
street. Before my boot even
touched the pavement, a man
began cursing at me. He shouted,
“ Get the — off the course." I
shouted back that 1 needed to
get to Sequoia. He responded,
"Well, go around! ... —an A."
I could not wait. I was already
delayed and needed to be in Los
Osos by 8:30 a.m.. 1 thought
maybe he did not realize his
course surrounded Sequoia. He

continued to shriek obscenities at
me while 1 crossed the street. 1
met my partner and was again
scolded for crossing the street.
Also, our car, full of material we
needed for a job that day, sat
stranded in the barricaded park
ing lot. A man told us to wait
until 9:00 a.m..
Needless to say, we made a bad
first impression on our potential
new clients whom we were to
meet at 8:30. At 9:00, an atten
dant rushed us out, but then
another attendant got angry at
us for going too fast! He yelled.
“ Slow the — down! Can’t you see
there are riders out here. God
damned — aggies anyway." We
saw the riders, but they weren’t
going anywhere.
On the way to Los Osos. my
partner told me how many of his
neighbors were angry at the loud
sports announcer using a loud
amplifier waking them up. Also,
the restrooms on the first floor
were crowded with bikers.
1 assume there is a reason why
the bikers want to use the roads
encircling the South Mountain
Halls. However, if they must use
this area, I believe they owe the
dorm residents and the users of
Grand Avenue and Perimeter
Drive at least an attempt to gain
our cooperation.
I did not appreciate being
publicly embarrassed by some
one shouting obscenities at me
across a crowded intersection.
Also, 1 would have appreciated
some form of warning such as
flyers in the dorms and parking
lots informing us of the various

road-closures. 1 would have glad
ly parked in another lot instead
of getting my car blocked in.
Better planning would have
saved us from a big inconve
nience.
Tony Tomeo
Ornamental Horticulture

Crude display of
anti-Semitism
Dear Editor — Walking through
the lower level of the U.U.
y esterd ay ,
I looked
into
Haverim’s (The Jewish Cultural
Club’s) box on the wall. To my
surprise, I saw two things that
shouldn’t have been there. There
was an anti-abortion flier supled
over the club’s information, and
there was a swastika drawn in
pen on a portion of the uncovered
club information.
Who would do such things?
What did Haverim as a club or
members of the club do to
deserve this vandalism? OK. I
guess those who are anti-abor
tionists and those who are antiSemitic got what they wanted,
recognition, bravo.
Why do those who are against
abortion put fliers up? Are they
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If you're looking to turn your talents Into a highly rewarding
career In retailing, then take a look at Macy*s.
A Macy*s career Is diverse and challenging. It requires
Innovation and decisiveness In order to strengthen the
relationships we've established with our customers who
demand auallty In their purchases. Most Importantly, It's your
opportunity to become a risk-taker, a strategizer and above
all, a success In our fast-paced, forward-thinking business
environment.
To find out about the Macy*s career path, one which often
reaches the senior executive level In just three years, we
recommend that you attend our Information session.
Contact your placemen* center for more Information,
Including upcoming Interview dates Macy*s is an equal
opportunity employer.
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Information Session with Macy*s
Representatives
Where: Building 020. (ENGR EAST). Room 140
When: Tuesday M arch 7, 7 :0 0 p.m.
Who:
Spring Graduates

M. Arthur Harshaw
Haverim Treasurer
Construction Management
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As for the person(s) who drew
the swastika, why? The person
probably believes that
the
holocaust never happened and
that it was the Jewish people’s
fault for WWII. 1 think that the
persons who drew the swastika
really believe that there was a
h o lo cau st
or
h e /s h e /th e y
wouldn’t have to prove his/her/
themselves right by drawing
swastikas on the Jewish club’s
information. I feel sorry this poor
"soul."
What I’m really trying to say
is if you have something to say
in the way of a poster, post it up
somewhere where there are no
other posters, not on someone
else's poster advertisement.

RUSSELL ATHLETIC SWEATSHIRTS $5
RUSSELL ATHLETIC T-SHIRTS $3
AEROBIC GEAR$9-$18

^ D E N T LUNCH
$

insecure? Do they think they will
get more people to start S ie v 
ing in anti-abortion? You don’t
see the pro-abortionists putting
fliers up in favor of abortion, do
you? The way I look at it is that
if those anti-abortionists really
believe in anti-abortion, they
wouldn’t put wouldn’t put fliers
up saying they are anti-abor
tionist. I think the fliers mean
that they acknowledge that
abortion exixts and they accept
it.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

DREAMSCAPE Graphics Specializes in Student Graphic Needs!
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We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San
Luis Obispo. But we don't want you to just take our word for it.
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill
Hacienda, and others) and then look at Valencia.

We're confident you'll choose Valencia!
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New low prices for Sears

Correction

SHOOTING
From pate 1
the house at the time of the
shooting, said Topham. All of
them had been drinking alcohol.
Only Lambing was arrested.
Blood tests will soon show

alcohol levels, said Topham. and
if other drugs were being con
sumed.
Lambing will be charged with
assault with a deadly weapon on
a peace officer.

(AP) Sears’ 824 stores across
the nation began reopening
Wednesday after a 42-hour
facelift to complete price reduc
tions on 1.3 billion pieces of mer
chandise.
"People are backed up as far as
we can see. It’s wall-to-wall peo
ple,” said Bob Dumas, manager
of the Sears, Roebuck and Co.
store at the Northland Mall in
Columbus, Ohio.

•Information provided by
the Records Office published in
yesterday’s Mustang Daily in
correctly stated March 20 as
the date students could add
more than 16 units via CAP
TURE. The actual date is
March 27. The Records Office
regrets the error.
•Filing deadlines for finan
cial aid applications and schol
arships are both today.

"We have Christmas-quantity
people, and we have better than
Christmas traffic,” said Dumas,

who estimated more than 1,000
people waited outside for the
doors to open.
Workers changed prices Tues
day on everything — including
light bulbs, toasters and polished
door knobs — as Scars prepared
for a new retailing strategy it
hopes will win customers.
Scars intends to keep its prices
low year-round, instead of mark
ing them up and down periodical
ly for sales.
This marks a major change for
the retailer, which helped pioneer
the sale concept.
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A King of the big screen
Film fe stiva l lauds late d ire cto r
A

director and producer who lived out his
last years on a ranch in Paso Robles was
featured in the Cal Poly Library
Associates Classic Film Series this week.
The King Vidor film festival kicked off with his
first sound film, Hallelujah (1929). The film, a
semi-musical, sported an all black cast with music
by Irving Berlin. Scott Simmon, co-author of the
recent biography “ King Vidor, American," spoke
Sunday before Hallelujah, which he said was a
bizarre project for MGM because the studio usual
ly confined itself to high-gloss productions.
Simmon said the movie was made only because
Vidor, who died in 1982, agreed to defer his salary
until the film made money. According to Simmon,
Vidor was still writing letters to MGM in 1981 in
quiring if the movie had made money yet and when
he would be paid.
The melodramatic film was panned by critics and
seen as racist. Simmon said it is important to
remember the time period in which the film was
made, and that when viewing it in the 1980s, the
stereotypes of black people were more difficult to
swallow.
“ The characterizations in Hallelujah are quite
typical," said Simmon. “ There is this pastoral vi
sion of everyone being happy on a piece of land,"
but this is more a political idea than a racial one,
he said.
The story centers around a sharecropper who
begins by losing everything — the family's money,
his brother’s life, his freedom — because of his fas
cination with a dance-hall girl. The rest of the film
deals with the sharecroppers cyclical spiritual
rebirth and fall from grace. Vidor pits two things
he admires, religion and passion, against each
other in the melodrama, said Simmon.
T he m o v ie was
made on location in
Tennessee and Arkan
sas, complicating its
production. The Jim
Crow laws in existence
at that time were a
problem because the
cast was all-black and
the crew all-white.
“ They had to take
separate train cars
through Texas," said
Simmon.
A nother problem
faced by Vidor in film
ing Hallelujah was the
so u n d
e q u ip m e n t
promised to him by
Author Scott Simmon
MGM never arrived.

pushes their relationship to the edge, symbolized in
a mutual rape scene.
The second film in the series, popularly called a
“ woman’s weepy,” was Stella Dallas. The film’s
content is a precursor of modern day soap operas.
Stella Dallas (Barbara Stanwyck) marries up in
society, but can’t seem to overcome her working
class background, even for the daughter she loves.
“ The men in the film are an apathetic lot, the
worst group of men you would ever run across,"
said Simmon. Stella’s “ moral but prissy husband is
a masterpiece of melodramtic acting."
Melodramatic behavior is typical of Vidor’s
filmmaking career, which spanned both the silent
and “ talkie" film eras. “ Vidor is not a well-known
filmmaker because his films were successful and
entertaining in too many different ways," said
Simmon.
Critics look for themes throughout a director’s
career, he said. From “ one angle (Vidor)looked
radical and then he would turn around and be an
MGM contract man — conscientous, but without
personal input," he said.
Despite his eratic career, Vidor created “ the two
great masterworks of silent film. The Big Parade
and The Crowd,” (also shown in the series) said
Simmon. "The Big Parade was a commercial and
critical breakthrough. Vidor always felt cheated
because the Academy Awards hadn’t been in
vented then, and wouldn’t come until two years
later." Simmon is sure Vidor would have won.
Vidor also never received recognition for his
work on the The Wizard o f Oz. He did the black and
white scenes, which are clearly different from the
rest of the movie, said Simmon, and he directed
Judy Garland singing
“ Over the Rainbow.”
Vidor began his
filmmaking career as
an independent and
. ended it that way
because he said he was
“ tired of the people
who got in the way of
film m ak in g ,”
said
Simmon.
Vidor was awarded
a special prize for the
cumulative body of his
work at the Edin
burgh Film Festival in
1964. He received an
honorary Oscar in
KEVINCANNON/MutungDally ¡979 foy ‘‘his incom

“ The sound was post-synchronized, making it
more impressionistic," added Simmon.
Vidor’s independent style of filmmaking led him
into an unlikely collatoration with Ayn Rand.
Vidor was asked to direct the movie version of
Rand’s novel. The Fountainhead but he was
dissatisfied with the screenplay. He asked Rand to
write the screenplay and she agreed on the condi
tion that no word of the script be changed without
her consent. “ If the script reads like a comic strip,
Vidor has only himself to blame ... It’s an oddball
movie, but with the strength of its convictions: the
triumph of a ‘supreme egoist.’ ’’ Simmon said.
The Fountainhead, the last film in the festival
tonight at 7 in the Cal Poly Theatre, tells the story
of a “ misappreciated genius” architect modeled
after Frank Lloyd Wright. Gary Cooper plays the
architect mocked by those envious of his talents.
Patricia Neal plays his massochistic mate who

parable achievement as a cinematic creator and
innovator." Vidor was nominated for the best
director category fivr times as well.
The Texas-born Vidor was bitten by the
Hollywood bug at age 2i, when he set out for the
glamour city in his Model T Ford. He first worked
as an extra and a studio clerk. Eventually, he
began directing two-reelers at Universal and finally
made his debut as a feature director with The Turn
in the Road in 1919.
The Cal Poly Library Associates formed in 1979
to promote the library by sharing in enthusiasm
for books and related materials. With more than
700 members, the organization is the university’s
largest community support group.
To cover expenses, they charged $4 pier film.
Last year the Associates honored another
Hollywood great, Fred Astaire.
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King Vidor on tho tot of B illy the Kid In 1930.

By Usa

Court*tyo( King VMor, American

Parsons

Vidor created the ‘two great masterworks
of silent film, The Big Parade and The
Crowd. The Big Parade was a commercial
and critical breakthrough. Vidor always
felt cheated because the Academy Awards
hadn’t been invented then, and wouldn’t
come until two years later.’

— Scott Simmon

«I

see the hand o f fate calling me to
reform the world. I will start with
the m ovies.

— King Vidor, in a 1914 diary entry
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This puppeteer
is no dummy
By Doug PI Franco, theatre critic
hen Eric Bass performs his puppet show “ Autumn Por
traits’* at Cal Poiy Saturday night, expect nothing like the
traditional slapstick Howdy Doody image of puppetry.
Bass’ show is different.
Autumn Portraits “ runs an emotional gamut,’’ Bass said in a
telephone interview from his Vermont home. It is comprised of six
vignettes, each using only one of Bass’ own puppet creations.
“ Some are funny, some are sad, others strange,’’ he said.
“ It (“ Autumn Portraits’’) examines the range of emotions one can
create in intimate situations,’’ Bass said.
Bass got into puppetry about 20 years ago as a result of being
disillusioned with theatre as it was. He said he looked to a new form
of theatre, one that was “ more visual and magical.’’ He wrote
“ Autumn Portraits’’ in 1980 and revised it to its present form,
limiting the number of vignettes to six out of the many more he had
originally written.
“ I kept the ones which worked the best,” he said.
Bass said that most puppeteers build their own puppets. “ What
the puppet is will have a big effect on what the show becomes.”
Bass said. “ You need a puppet which can do exactly what you need
it to do for the show.”
Once you’ve created the puppet. Bass said that the written script
will change “ once you Tind out who the puppet is and what it can
do.” almost as if the puppet is helping to rewrite the show to iu lik
ing and capabilities.
Sec PUPPETEER, SfNstHglil page 3

Tb« Appi« H ill Chamber P layart

Apple Hill boasts 7 musicians
Lorenz, staff writer
he Apple Hill Chamber
Players, a seven-person
ensem ble from New
Hampshire, will perform
in the Cal Poly Theatre this Fri
day.
The players consists of two vi
olinists, a cellist, a double
bassist, two pianists and a viola
player. Although one pianist will
not make the trip, the musical
diversity of the group will still be
evident.
“ They have a nice size, so that
they can play a wider range of
repertoire available for chamber
groups,” said Peter Wilt, theatre
and performing arts program
manager at Cal Poly. “ They
aren’t just a quartet, so that all
they could play would be the
quartets that have been written
for string groups. This (number
of members) gives them a lot
more diversity, which is why I’m
sure they did this, so it enlarges
the repertoire they can offer.”
The artists also run the Apple

Hill Center for Chamber Music.
The school, at which promising
music students are coached by
the players throughout the
summer, issues scholarships to
students throughout the world.
In fact, on a recent trip to
Israel, the group presented
scholarships to two Israeli Jew
ish students and two Israeli
Arab students.
The players formed in 1971 in
New York City. All of the artists
had been teachers and free-lance
instumentalists in the city, but
they moved to and established
the Apple Hill Center in 1973.
“ Rather than teachers perfor
ming, we consider ourselves as
performers who teach,” said
pianist Eric Stumacher in a
phone interview on Tuesday.
“ We enjoy sharing music, both
in performing and in teaching.”
The group’s trip to California
is sponsored by Apple Com
puten (no connection between

the names). The company has
sponsored two West Coast trips
by the players each year since
1986. In exchange, the group
performs various projects for the
company.
” We will be doing some work
at an open magnate school in Los
Angeles for A p p le ,” said
Stumacher. “ Apple kind of
adopted our group when they
came to visit our school.”
To Wilt, the size of the group
and the diversity it creates is
key.
“ You can have a more appeal
ing program for your audience.”
he said. “ You have those people
who really just like string, then
you’ve got something on there
with string, but then you’ve got
some people who like piano in
there too, so you’ve got the piano
appeal.”
The show will begin at 8 p.m.
Friday in the Cal Poly Theatre.
Tickets are SI2 and $10 fo r the
public and $8 and $6 fo r students
and senior citizens.
PuppatMT Eric BaM (right) par forma the “String Qama.”
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Sajak hopes
for ‘kinder,
gentler’ TV
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Pat
Sajak, host of the CBS-TV late
night talk show named after him,
has some complaints about his
television neighbors, the tabloid
shows which he says are too
loud, too rude and too cruel.
“ This whole trend will pass
when someone stretches the
limits and a line will be crossed,”
Sajak said in a recent interview.
” It might take someone getting
killed on television, I don’t know.
“ Then we’ll have a ‘kinder,
gentler,’ kind of television, to
borrow a phrase,” he said.
“ I don’t know why these shows
are drawing audiences,” said Sa
jak, who said he finds most
disturbing the shows which re
create crimes.
” 1 can understand the impulse
to catch criminals, but do we
have to see strangulations and a
woman apparently bludgeoned?”
“ The Pat Sajak Show” is cur
rently seen on about 195 sta
tions, said its host. He said the
90-minute show is doing well in a
competitive market that faces
“ The Tonight Show” and “ Late
Night” on NBC.

Mustang Dally
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This ‘Morning’ was too eariy
By Doug Pi Franco Theatre Critic
had heard good things about the Cal Poly
production of Paul Osborn’s ” wicked
comedy” Morning*s at Seven, and was
almost sure I would give it a favorable
review ... that is, until 1 saw it.
I found myself scribbling more notes about
things which annoyed me than positive aspects of
the performance. And I’m not entirely convinced it
was the script that bothered me.
This play has won at least one Tony award that I
am aware of, and Osborn’s dialogue was both fun
ny and thought-provoking. Morning’s at Seven is a
timeless work, performed over and over by com
panies throughout the world and remains one of
theatre’s most treasured pieces.
So what was the problem?
It’s been said that a good script can salvage bad
acting but good acting cannot salvage a bad script.
It didn’t apply here. Bad acting abounded. I guess
whenever you have young people dressed up acting
like old people it can tend to look “ schtick,” and
this was definitely the case. With few exceptions,
the main charaaers, the four elderly sisters, were
overplayed by the young actresses, who hobbled
around in their orthopedic shoes as if rehearsing
for osteoporosis commercials. There was also a
chase scene which, out of the blue, made these
decrepit old women viable Olympic sprinters. It
just didn’t work.
I doubt whether this comical portrayal of the old
women was part of Osborn’s original interpreta
tion. The dialogue is funny enough to carry the
show without unnecessary comedy for comedy’s
sake.
Only one of the women toned it down enough to
let some real personality shine through the overac
ting. Karen Erskine, who played Ary (one of the
sisters), was genuinely funny without appearing
ridiculously stupid. Erskine knew when to let
Osborn’s writing take over, while most of the
others continued to ham it up.

It wasn’t just the women, either.
Only one of the three male characters in the play
is worthy of notice. Sherman Beck, who played
Thor Swanson, husband to one of the old ladies,
practically carried the entire show himself. His
strong, dynamic delivery provided a sense of
redemption to the production. His theatre and
entertainment background certainly showed. Too
bad there weren’t more Sherman Becks in this
production.
Granted, the schtick did make the audience
laugh. But the overkill of the lighter scenes unfor
tunately resulted in the more serious dialogue not
being taken very seriously. And it was in the more
serious lines where the message of the play was to
be found. And there was a message, although it
wasn’t too apparent. Everyone in the play was
longing to be something they were not — more in
telligent, more assertive, more decisive. By the
end, they all decided to be content with who they
were, or in many cases, who they were not.
Technically, the production was fantastic.
Russell Whaley’s sets, plus the lighting and sound
were all well done. 1 do question an occurrence
about 15 minutes into the first act where the ac
tors froze onstage, the house lights were raised and
noisy latecomers were shuffled into their seats. It
was terribly distracting and somewhat rude to
those already in the theatre.
Many people thought it was part of the show,
and that an actor was about to make an entrance
down one of the aisles. The performers picked up
very well from where they had left off before the Sharon Erakina playad Ary, Sharman Back playad Thor In “Morning’s at
freeze: however, the latecomers should have been
seated at a more suitable break, instead of creating
one, which clearly disrupted the continuity of the
performance.
Morning’s at Seven completed its run with its
Saturday evening performance, it was a wor
thwhile production, but should have been handled
with more seriousness and less schtick.
Morning’s at Seven, but 1 should have slept in.
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” It’s kind of a collaboration
between the puppet and pup
peteer,” Bass admitted.
The Cal Poly performances will
be limited to 250 people, instead
of 500, to guarantee the intimacy
of the show.
Puppet theatre, and intimate
theatre in general, have their
roots in Europe, Bass said. He
added that klein kunst, or "little
art” is most prevalent in Ger
many, where Bass lived for four
years.
Bass has toured his production
of "Autumn Portraits” all over
Europe, in Israel and even "down
under,” where the show was
given the critic’s best prize in
1983 at the international puppet
festival in Adelaide, Australia.
Puppet theatre, for Bass, is in
triguing, because he can play the
parts as both puppeteer and also
as audience, since he is visible to
the audience most of the time
and can watch the performance
and the reactions to his pup>petry.
The artist is very attached to
his puppets, and almost lost
them on two occasions travelling
in Europe: once stopped at the
East German border, and once
lost in an airplane cargo hold in
Australia.

"One doesn’t realize how attached one gets (to the pup
pets),” Bass said. " It’s upsetting
when I realized I might not see

^^What the puppet
is will have a big
effect on what the
show becomes.
You need a puppet
which can do ex
actly what you
need it to do for
the show.
— Eric Bass

these Figures anymore.” For
tunately, Bass’ puppets were
located "just in the nick of time”
for his performances.
Bass hopes, that audience
members will begin to see his
puppets as autonomous in
dividuals, separate beings from
the puppeteer.
"You know it’s only theatre,”
Bass said of "Autumn Por
traits.” He hopes that people
"don’t pretend it’s real, but at
the same time feel it is.”
Puppeteer Eric Bass will give
two performances o f Autumn
Portraits Saturday at 7 and 9 p.m.
in the Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets
are $9 and $6 fo r students, $10 and
$7 for public, and only 250 will be
sold fo r each performance. Call
756-1421fo r details.
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The Apple Hill Chamber Players will pres
ent the third concert of the Cal Poly Arts
Quintessence Series Friday at 8 p.m. in the
Cal Poly Theatre. The piano and string
chamber players are artists-in-residence at
Keene State College’s Art Center in New
Hampshire. Tickets are $8 and $6 students,
$12 and $10 for public.
Show of Hands, an acoustic folk rock
group, will perform at Baja Bar and Restau
rant Friday at 9 p.m. Likened to the “ nu
folk” of Tracy Chapman and Suzanne Vega,
the one-woman, two-man group formed a few
years ago near UCSB. Tickets are $3, avail
able in advance at Baja or at the door.
Frontline, a reggae band made up of five
Cal Poly students, will perform Saturday
night in Fremont Hall. Admission is $1.
San Francisco natives Legal Reins will
perform today at II a.m. in the UU Plaza.
Under Arista’s label, the three-member,
alternative rock group is on a flatbed truck
tour ail over the state.
Thai Petrol Emotion and Voice of the
Beehive will appear Wednesday, March 8 at 8
p.m. at UCSB’s Campbell Hall. Formed in
Ireland in 1984, That Petrol Emotion is a
Tive-member new pop group. Their U.S.Canadian tour ends in April.
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Eric Bass will perform Antnmn Portraits
— New Wave Puppetry Saturday at 7 and 9
p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. His solo puppet
and mask performance is a one-act interplay
of puppet characters, and Bass was recently
voted the world’s best puppeteer at an
Australian puppet festival. Only 2S0 tickets
will be sold for each performance — public
premium tickets are $10, student premium,
$9; public preferred, $7, student preferred,
$6 .

Rhapsody, a three-person play by Cal Poly
student Rick Ziegler, will be presented Fri
day at 8 p.m. in Music Building 212. Admis
sion is $2.
As part of Cuesta College’s Lively Arts
Series, the Montana Repertory Theatre will

perform N. Richard Nash’s The Rainmaker
Friday night. For ticket information, call
593-7038.
PCPA Theaterfest opened Quillen Wed
nesday in the Marian Theatre at Allan Han
cock College, Santa Maria. The play tells of
the Old West from the women settlers’
perspective, and will run through March 19.
Tickets range from $7 to $15.50 — call 800221-9469 for ticket details.
Saturday is the last night for Tango, a
political comedy, at Cuesta College at 8 p.m.
in the Interact Theater. Tickets are $8
general, $6 students. Call 595-7038 for
details.

Sculpture, light, sound and motion picture
fllm by San Francisco artist MkhacI Rudnkk
will be on display in the Cuesta College Art
Gallery beginning Friday through April 3.
An artist’s reception will be held Friday from
6:30 to 8 p.m., where afterwards, he will show
and discuss some
of his award-winn
ing Alms.
Troika, an exhibit
featuring three
Russian
artists,
will be on display
through March 24
in the UU Galerie.
Eugene
Gar son,
Henry Elinson and
Michael
Pavlov
c o m b i n e for a
diverse artistic
showing.
T he s c u l p t i n g
exhibit of Betyc
Saar,
c al l ed
“ Shadows
and
Se c r e t s , ” is on
display in the Uni
helplessness in the technological versity Art Gallery
and mechanical world around in Dexter Building
him. A bum, who is infatuated through March 12.
with Gershwin music, wanders
by and starts up a conversation.
The bum (played by Ben
Gardella) reveals his "simple, yet
profound philosophy” which
t his
turns Caldwell’s life perspective O p e n i n g
weekend:
around. Janet M. Stipicevich also
Dream A Littk
appears as Laura, Max’s wife.
Dream — The two
Rhapsody was produced on a brat-packer Coreys
budget of $100, according to ( F e l d m a n
and
Ziegler, part of which was sub H a i m )
appear
sidized by Alpha Psi Omega.
wi t h
Jason
Of Rhapsody Ziegler writes, Robards and Piper
"It has been a long journey; from Laurie in this teeny
an intriguing concept to the bopper flick. You
staged product, from my seem can even "Call the
ingly endless frustration to the C o r e y s , ”
1-900satisfaction of creating some 909-3300, $2 for the
thing out of nothing.
first minute. Get
"I hope you will benefit from your parents’ per
the process and that Rhapsody,
mission.
Festival
the finished product ... will re
Cinemas.
mind you of how valuable life is
Farewell to the
beyond even the most inhuman
King — No, it’s not
elements of our modern age.”
Rhapsody will be performed finally the end of
Friday at 8 p.m. in Room 212 o f the "Elvis is Alive”
I t ’s
the H.P. Davidson Music Build t r e n d .
really
a
war
movie
ing at Cal Poly. Tickets cost $2 at
starring
Nick
the door.

Student produces
three-person play
By Doug DIFranco
M u tf m D a ily T h o ire C rilic

A suicidal chemical engineer, a
music-loving bum and Ger
shwin’s "Rhapsody in Blue” will
all blend and interact in a one-act
drama set on a pier overlooking
the Atlantic Ocean.
Rhapsody is a play which "ex
plores one man’s soul in the late
20th century,” said Rick Ziegl«”-,
a speech communications senior
who wrote, directs and stars in
the production. Ziegler’s senior
project, it is being co-produced
by Alpha Psi Omega,
the
honorary drama society.
In mounting the production,
Ziegler said the most difflcult
aspect
was writing the script,
which he began last summer and
has been revising ever since. "I
knew the message 1 wanted to
convey,” Ziegler said, "but it
took the longest time to And out
how 1 wanted to say it.” Ziegler
who
also co o rd in ated
the
technical aspects, said he has a
crew of about five people to
assist
with lighting, sets and
staging.
Ziegler plays Max Caldwell, a
chemical engineer who is disillu
sioned by life and contemplating
suicide due to his feeling

Nolte, who becomes a leader of a native tribe
during war. Festival and Madonna.
l>eaB oa Me — A feel-good Aim by John G.
Avildsen, the director of Karate Kid and
Rocky. Robert Guillaume is the only name I
recognize. Festival.
Salaam Bombay! — The plight of street
children in Bombay, India is brilliantly por
trayed. Rainbow Theatre.
Skin Deep — Blake Edwards gives us John
Ritter and Springsteen’s ex Julianne Phillips
in a promising comedy. Festival and Mission.
Special Events:
Cbaaces Are — A sneak preview that stars
Cybil Sheppard and Robert Downey Jr., by
the director of Dirty Dancing. Sounds like a
good love story. Friday and Saturday, 7:15
p.m.. Festival Cinemas.
Hcllrabrcr II: Hellhound — Goody gumdrops. Midnight movie at the Fremont, Fri
day and Saturday nights.
Ramparts of Clay — A young woman in an
isolated Sahara village rejects the subser
vient role demanded by her people’s ancient
traditions. Tenth in Women of the World Aim
series, Monday, March 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
Chumash, $3 students.
The Fountaiabcad — This 1949 hit is the
last Aim in the Cal Poly Library Associates’
tribute to director King Vidor. Tonight at 7
in the Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are $4,
available at the theatre box of Ace.
Now playing:
Beaches — Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey play best friends who choose opposite
lifestyles in this comedy/drama. Bring lots of
tissue. Festival Cinemas.
Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure — The
ad claims "All the critics, past present and
future agree ... Bill and T ^ is the movie to
see.” We’ll see. George Carlin stars. Festival
and Madonna.
Cousins — Only for true romantics. Ted
Danson and Isabella Rossellini are fantastic
in this love story/comedy. Festival and Mis
sion.
Dangerous Liaisons — Glenn Close, John
Malkovich and Michelle Pfeiffer in a sexual
romp through the 18(X)s, chock full o’ pas
sion, deception and push-up bras. Mission
Cinemas.
Rain Man — Boy, this has been around a
long time. It’s a very lengthy Aim but very
well done. Dustin Hoffman brilliantly plays
an autistic, Tom Cruise is his long lost
brother. Fremont Theatre.
The Accidental Tourist — William Hurt is
a travel writer, Kathleen Turner is his wife
and Geena "Beetlejuice” Davis completes the
love triangle. Palm Theatre.
The 'Burbs — A highly under-promoted,
sufferable Aim starring Tom Hanks, Carrie
Fisher, Bruce Dern and Corey Feldman,
about the "savage land” of suburbia. Festi
val and Madonna.
Three Fugitives — Martin Short and Nick
Nolte. A definite thumbs down, but if you
have $6 to throw away, go for it. Festival.
True Believer — James Woods and Robert
Downey Jr. in a murder/suspense flick.
Festival.
Working Girl — Harrison Ford, Melanie
(Mrs. Don Johnson) GrifAth and Sigourney
Weaver in a romantic comedy set in the
workplace. Festival and Palm.
Typed submissions to Spotlight calendar
are due Tuesday noon fo r Thursday publica
tion. Send to Spotlight, c/o Mustang Daily,
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
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state
State heads almost ban assualt rifles
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Assault weapon oppo
nents scored twin victories of different magnitudes
I Tuesday as Senate and Assembly committees ap
proved bills to virtually ban the sale of such
weapons, including the one used to kill five
I Stockton children.
Unable to pass a blanket prohibition, the
Assembly Public Safety Committee approved a
ban on two dozen specified assault weapons, inIeluding the AK-47 that was used to mow down the
five schoolchildren and wound 30 others, including
Ia teacher, on Jan. 17.
Hours later, the Senate Judiciary Committee
narrowly approved a broader bill, but Attorney
General John Van de Kamp indicated that sup
porters of that measure might be willing to accept
a bill along the lines of the Assembly proposal.
I The votes sent the two bills to fiscal committees,
I the last stop before the floors in each house.
The Public Safety Committee voted 5-3 for
AB357 by Assemblyman Mike Roos, D-Los
Angeles. It goes to the Ways and Means Commitliee.
The Judiciary Committee voted 6-S for SB292 by
ISenate President Pro Tern David Roberti, D-Los
Angeles. It goes to the Appropriations Committee.

‘Greenliners’ want S&L
funds to help homeless

The ban bills were the first of more than a dozen
measures introduced in the wake of the Stockton
massacre, where Patrick Purdy used an AK-47
assault rifle.
Roos* bill at the beginning of the hearing was a
ban on the manufacture and sale of any weapons
that met the bill's general definition of assault
weapons.
But Roos, to win the crucial vote of
Assemblyman Charles Quackenbush, R-Saratoga,
took out the general ban and put in a list of two
dozen assault rifles, pistols and shotguns, in
cluding the AK-47 and Colt AR-IS rifles, UZI rifles
and pistols and the MACIO and MACl I pistols.
He also at Quackenbush* behest removed an ap
pointed commission that could have excluded
assault weapons from the banned list.
In the Judiciary Committee, SB292 ran into the
same problem. Sens. Barry Keene. D-Vallejo, and
Bill Lockyer, D-San Leandro, pressed for a bill that
would ban specific weapons.
At the end of a six-hour hearing. Roberti agreed
to add a list of 15 pistols that would be specifically
banned by the bill, but kept the general definition
for rifles, shotguns and pistol types not in ex
istence on Jan. 1 ,1990.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A combination of 16 minority,
homeless and other groups,
calling itself the *‘greenlining
coalition," demanded on Wed
nesday that any savings and
loan bailout
linked to a
homeless bailout."
It is the same position sup
ported by Housing and Urban
Development Secretary Jack
Kemp, said coalition chief
spokesman attorney Robert L.
Gnaizda of Public Advocates.
The lobby group will testify
before the Senate Banking
Committee on March 15,
Gnaizda said at a news con
ference staged on a downtown
street outside offices of the
Federal Home Loan Bank.
"We have to figure out reve
nue sources that are not
technically u x increases," he
said.
A few signs were stacked up
for what Gnaiza said would be
picketing down the street later
at American Savings & Loan.
Some of the signs said,
"Read My Lips. Let The Rich

Immigration law snags first offender
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — A
Madera farm labor contractor
accused of over 330 violations of
the 1986 Immigration Control
and Reform Act is the first agri
cultural business in the nation to
be fined under the law, federal
officials said Wednesday.
S&A Farm Contractors of
Madera was fined $153,250 for
reportedly employing 27 illegal
aliens who were arrested during
Patrol sweeps in January, said J.
William Carter, chief of the
Border Patrol office in Liver
more.
Ag e n t s
later
r evi e wed
employment verification forms,
known as 1-9 forms, and found
246 of 399 forms on file at S&A
Farm Contractors were not com
pleted, said Carter. Another in
spection revealed 91 of 160
forms, required by law, were im
properly completed, he said.
Carter accused the company of
a "flagrant violation of the Im
migration Contol and Reform
Act of 1986.**
S&A Farm Contractors has 30
days to appeal the fines, which
INS officials said were among
the highest in the nation for any
business. Attempts to reach
S&A owner Sylvia Fierros were
unsuccessful.
Carter and Harold Ezell, INS
Western Regional Commissioner,
said agents visited the company
on and explained the require
ments of the new immigration
law.
"We will not issue fines on

employers that have not been
educated," said Carter.
"We have said all along that
the agricultural industry has
been very cooperative in trying
to comply with this law but then
are those who believe the law
doesn't apply to them, I guess,"
said Ezell. "S&A Farm Contrac
tors are one of those kinds of
peoples."
Ezell said 26 of the workers ar-

Open Your Door
To Great Food

Help Cal Poly Radio Reach its $15,000
goal so It can bring to you another
year of great music & special programs.

CALL 544-4640 FEB. 26 - MARCH 5

VOLKSWAGEN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
CITROEN
BMW ''
AUDI

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses; a n th ro p o l
ogy, art, bilingual edu
cation, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political sci
ence, Spanish langu
age and literature and
intensive Spanish. Sixweek session. July 3August 11,1989. Fully
accredited program.
M.A. degree in Span
ish offered. Tuition
$510. R o o m and
b o a r d in M e x i c a n
home $540. ^ ^ ^ / a A

Education Bldg., Room 225
University of Arizona
Tucson. AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or
621-4720

rested chose a return trip to their
home country instead of facing a
deportation hearing. He said
immigration officials are "ex
tremely suspect" of the status of
the 2^ people whose immigra
tion paperwork wasn't properly
filed with the company.
Ezell said the fine was levied
*‘for very serious mismanage
ment of the business and laws of
this land."

Pay For The Bailout." and
"Link SAL Bailout to Affor
dable Housing."
Gnaizda was flanked by
leaders of the San Francisco
Black Chamber of Commerce,
the Urban League, Consumer
Action and Latino Issues
Forum, and others.
A 17-page "Greenlining
Plan" was to be presented to
the FHLB and “ the (chief ex
ecutive officers) of the 10
largest California-based sav
ings and loans," the lawyer
said.
The president's fiscal plans,
particularly his repeated pro
mise not to raise taxes, have
"so trapped" the chief execu
tive "that he has proposed a
cut of SIOO million in his
education
budget,
despite
labeling himself the education
president," said the coalition
presentation.
The chief fiscal element in
the demands was a proposal to
obtain $550 billion in added
federal revenue over the next
10 years.

4th ANNUAL PLEDGE WEEK
IS HAPPENING NOW!

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
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Tower confesses to infidelity; Bush continues support
WASHINGTON (AP) — John
Tower, his nomination as defense
secretary in grave trouble, made
an extraordinary public admis
sion of marital infidelity Wed
nesday but vowed to keep
fighting for Senate confirmation.
His prospects dimmed further,
however, by the Senate majority
leader's opposition.
President Bush continued to
court Democrats in a last-ditch
effort to save the appointment,
and spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
assert^, “ We'll just keep up the
good fight."
But Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell further damp
ened Tower's chances by declar
ing his opposition, even as Vice
President Dan Quayle conceded

the administration still lacks the
votes needed for Senate approv
al.
The president said his appeal
to senators has been, “ Look, do
what you've got
to do, but
rem em l^ fair play, remember
decency and honor and then
remember also historically the
conceptof adviseand consent
where reasonable doubt is given
historically to the president of
the United States who after all is
responsible for the executive
branch of this government."
Bush dispatched Quayle to
Capitol
Hill to lobby for the
nomination.
“ We hope the prospects im
prove. We don't have 50 votes
yet. But we're moving in that

Alamo analogy. It just occurred
to me what happened at the
Alamo just 10 days after Travis
wrote that letter." Texas de
fenders were wiped out by the
Mexicans.
Tower said he regards his
weekend vow to quit drinking if
he wins confirmation as “ sacred
... and 1 can assure you 1 will
abide by it."
Asked whether he had ever
broken his wedding vows, the
twice-divorced Tower said. “ As a
matter of fact, I have broken
wedding vows. 1 think 1 am pro
bably not alone in that connec
tion.
Tower's second wife, Lilia Burt
Cummings, alleged “ marital
misconduct" in court papers in

direction," Quayle told a White
House photo session.
Tower showed flashes of grit
and humor as he fielded ques
tions at the National Press Club
about allegations concerning ex
cessive drinking, womanizing
and lucrative consulting fees he
received from defense contrac
tors.
Asked whether he would ask
that his name be withdrawn, he
replied by quoting from the last
letter written by Col. William
Barrett Travis, the leader of the
Texans who fought and died at
the Alamo: “ I shall never sur
render or retreat."
The former Texas senator
paused briefly and said, “ 1 am a
little sorry 1 brought up the

the couple's divorce case.
There was no letup, meanwhile,
in the political storm surroun
ding the nomination.
Republicans were trying to
decide whether to seek a delay in
the beginning of the debate on
the nomination, which has drawn
widespread opposition
from
Democrats.
The administration is trying to
hold all 45 Republicans and sway
five of the ^ n a te 's 55 Demo
crats to get a tie vote that
Quayle could break in favor of
Tower.
An Associated Press survey of
the Senate found 36 Republicans
supporting the nomination, 32
Democrats opposed and 29
undecided
or
undecl ared.

Senate takes a stan d on h ealth
Nominates ‘a caring advocate’ for Human Services
“ kinder.
gentler
A m erica."
Sullivan will be the only black in
Bush’s Cabinet.
“ 1 am confident Dr. Sullivan is
going to be a caring advocate for
these millions of Americans."
Bentsen said as Republicans and
Democrats alike praised the
nomination.
Helms said that “ as a matter
of conscience” he could not vote
for Sullivan based on “ his failure
or refusal to take a position on a
number of extremely important
issues,” all of which were related
to abortion.
Sullivan won 19-0 approval in
the Senate Finance Committee
last week and no opposition sur
faced Monday at a courtesy
hearing before the Senate Labor
and Human Resources Commit
tee, which did not vote separat-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Serute on Wednesday voted 98-1
in favor of the nomination of Dr.
Louis Sullivan as Health and
Human Services secretary, say
ing he will be “ a caring ad
vocate" for millions of poor
Americans.
The sole dissenting vote was
cast by Sen. Jesse Helms. RN.C., who said he was disturbed
that Sullivan has declined to take
a final position on several abor
tion-related issues, including
whether the federal government
should back medical research us
ing tissue from aborted fetuses.
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas,
praised the Atlanta doctor’s
commitment to providing health
care for the needy and said his
policies at HHS will define
President Bush’s call for a

ely on the nomination.
As the 55-year-old blood
specialist and medical school
founder moved toward confirma
tion, the Senate voted 99-0 to
approve retired Adm. James D.
Watkins, as energy secretary.
The action came a few hours
after the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee endorsed
Watkins’ nomination, 19-0.
Meanwhile, in other action on
Capitol Hill involving Bush ap
pointees:
—William Bennett, the former
education secretary who has been
named to the new post of chief
drug enforcement executive, was
appearing before the Senate Ju
diciary Committee. Chairman
Joseph Biden, D-Del., struggled
eight years to create the position.

Angry officials say US ^exports death’
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
highly successful U.S. gov
ernment campaign to give Amer
ican tobacco companies a share
of the lucrative Asian market is
prompting congressional com
plaints that federal agencies y e
“ exporting death.”
A bipartisan group of con
gressmen plans to introduce
legislation Thursday that would
forbid the government from go
ing to bat for the cigarette in
dustry overseas.

REACH FOR GREAT TASTE,
REACH FOR . . .

W OODSTOCK’S
1015 Court Street

“ The message we are sending
is that Asian lungs are more ex
pendable than American lungs,”
says Rep. Mel Levine, D-Calif.
Says Rep. Chet Atkins, DMass., “ If we are as sensitive as
we are about the health of Amer
ican consumers, this certainly
looks like an outrageous double
standard.”
Levine and Atkins will be join
ed by Rep. Bob Whittaker, RKan., and Rep. Henry Waxman,
D-Calif., chairman of the House

# VTEinHIII POHCMDS#
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PRErriY FAST. FREE DELIVERY!
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Under the draft legislation, the
president would be prevented
from seeking the “ removal ox
reduction by any foreign country
of any restrictions" on the
advertising,
manufacture,
packaging, importation, sale or
distribution of tobacco products.
Other countries, says institute
spokesman Gary Miller, are
“ perfectly capable of determin
ing and applying rules and
regulations regarding tobacco
products, and they don’t need
the U.S. Congress stepping in to
provide guidelines on how to
handle that product in their own
country.”

' Pkit tax. He doc ti

U N U M ARIA VW »BM W »ISUIU
Now In Ouf Brand New Location
At Airport Aufo Center

$7580

Energy and Commerce subcom
mittee on health and the en
vironment, in introducing the
legislation.
Tobacco exports mushroomed
during the Reagan administra
tion as a result of a highly effec
tive campaign against foreign
trade barriers by the U.S. special
trade representative’s office and
other agencies.
U.S. tobacco sales to Asia in
creased by 76 per cent in 1987.
Tobacco-related
earnings
worldwide totaled about S2.5
billion.
Atkins sees the overseas sale
of American cigarettes as a
health issue — “ exporting
death," he calls it. But his
detractors in the tobacco in
dustry and elsewhere regard it as
a trade issue that takes on
crucial importance because of the
country’s huge, albeit declining,
trade deficit. The deficit for 1988
was $137.3 billion.
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The legislation also would re
quire all * exported tobacco to
carry either a surgeon general’s
warning about the hazards of
smoking or a comparable warn
ing established by the importing
country.
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Classified
Happy Anntversary and lots of
love to my Dannberry*
Love your bug

****A.M.A.***‘

NSTALLATION BANOUCT...RIN FOR
A U l SAT. MAR.11 al ttM EMBASSY
SUITES. TICKETS ON SALE in BUS.
BLOG. LOBBY t-IPM or CALL JEN
M S44-2B04 OMNER.DANCMO.ANO
LOTS Of FUNIII

Needed NTE AG STUDY QUDE
772-6770 ______________________
Planned Parenthood ol SLO
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446
FOR WOMEN AND MEN.
Confidential, ariordabie
reproductive health care

**SAM**

MTO THURS 11 AM AO ENO 123
ANOTHER F U N -F IL E D M EETNO
COME AND GET NVOLVEDI

Shirley and Gupta

Thank you for bemg such
special people to me this
year. These times and your
mendship wiN never be
forgotten. I love you Nicole
PS-ShKley, Loves DVC drumsl___________

FMA

2 SpoAkort troni Home Savmgt ol
Amanca Th 11 00 Qraptnc Arta 106

I.T S .

WOW DAY 89

Industrial Tactmology Society
Meeting Ttmrs 11 CO firc(26) rm104
Fun. Food, New members Wstcomell
Political Science Club and Pi
Sigma Alpha mvite new and old
members to a PIxza Feed. Thurs
11 00 Ag 227.
________________

THURSDAY MARCH 9 10 30-12 30
DEXTER 1>WN
IF YOU HAt/E BEEN A COUNSELOR
WEAR YOUR WOW SHIRT ALL DAY-IF
NOT FWD OUT HOW TO GET ONE!

SOCIETY OF JOURNALISM PARTY
Come oul lo trie 1st BBQ-Basri!
Hangout witri us.eat good food
and Dnnk! see llyers lor details

BETA THETA PI WOULD LIKE TO
THANK DELTA TAU ON THE FRI TG
AND PARTY AFTER! WE RE READY
FOR ANOTHER HERE REAL SOON!

S500 Awards lor CP student
community service protects
Apply by 3/13 UU217___________
17 756-2476
ASÍ NOMINATIONS MARCH 2-15
Positions lor Pres.,V-Pree.,and
Senators. Pick up applications In
Student Life end Activities
office. Positions are for 1060-00

........ CONGRATULATIONS.........
TO BETA THETA PI S
TEN NEW AND LOVED
MEMBERS OF THE LAMBDA
PLEDGE CLASS!
........ -KAI- OR DIE!.........

____

AVOt^-attordable, quality products
FREE BROCHURE-Call KAREN 544-3230.
BEERLOVERS B r e w j^ r own unique
beers inexpensively icomp
nplete re
usable brewing kit $3n 95 10%
student discount. Call 526-4516

GARAGE SALE

ASI HOBBY GARAGE HAS ON CAMPUS
GARAGE SPACE FOR RENT WEEKLY
MONTHLY QUARTERLY RATES AVAIL
INCLUDES ENGINE HOIST & STANDS
756-2435

CONGRATULATIONS TO
JEFF SCHUMACHER
FOR BEING SELECTED AS A
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CHAPTER CONSULTANT______________
Congratulations to JILL TURNER
on your candle passingl
Love AlwaysYour ZETA TAU ALPHA sisters__________
CONGRATULATIONS to the New
AXO Officers - YOU DO US PROUD!!

Custom Screen Printed apparel
for POLY ROYAUOREEK WEEK.
Save up to $100on orders placed
before 3/24 INK SPOT 543-7991
Fratemity/sorority Greek sew
on letters.Fast. local service
CITY CENTER SHIRTS 541-1606

" m e a l s o n WHEELS NEEDS YOU!
A spokesperson from WHEELS will
be here on campus to discuss the
unique service they offer the SLO
community.Como and find out how
you can volunteer
ALL ARE WELCOMED!!
MARCH 2. 1969
4 00PM
UU ROOM 216

M
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l a s s if ie d s

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
___________ DAY AT 10AM__________

TONITE

Jamaican Reggae Festival

Location: 1213 Murray St
Time: 9:00-12:00
Date: March 2

SIGMA PI RUSH

For rides or info call 543-1284_____

WORLDS LARGEST AEROBÌC CLASS
Friday,March 3rd at 1:00pm in the
Cal Poly Mott Gym. Come get a
great workout and have lots of
fun. Includes Prizes and is free
to students and fac. sponsored by
P.E. and Ree Sports.

‘PRIDE
OF THE
UNION WEEK*

come celebrate the benefits March

6,748 in your University Union
Free drawings.in all areas plus
Grand prize - 2qtrs reg fees paid
or trip to Hawaii on Wed night
Free cake/coffee plus more spon
sored by your University Union
and Julians

L e TTERSA Greek gifts at your now
store GREEK LIFE located in
SLO LIFE Activowoar 959 Higuera
546-9633

PIKADeltas-

Congradulations and welcome to
Pi Kappa Alpha! We are proud to
call you our brothers and feel
you will be great Pikes!
Your Pika Brothers
SIGMA KAPPA

Thanks for the Great
time on the Tigers Folley LoveSAE

M CNIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT

HELLRAISER II
fCLLBOUND
FRI MAR 3 & SAT MAR 4

FOUND SMALL BUNNY ON CALIF BLVD
C A g 546-0352 or 546-9594
_
Found-Bate Pump 2/21 -Ubrary
caN 528-7916
FOUND.
HEART RMG M THE NEW AO BULDM G
544-7951
Lost Grey Leather Jacket on 2-17
Has small no in right
Sleeve -REWkROCa«Paulat54l-5763wfc.
or 772-7568eve

MUSTANG DALY CLASSIFtCO
POSmON- NOW HIRMG FOR
SPRBiG OUARTER.JOB W I.L NVOLVE
TYP94G AND TCLEMARKE'nNG.
APPLY M PERSON.8IGN-UP FOR
9ITERVIEW.GRC RM.226.
The Spmdto has two fut-bme
positions opan Must be abla to
work 4-5 days a weak 11-5 30
Must ba 21 .anargatic and hard
working >U)pty m parson after
3 00 Ask for Janica.John, or
Nancy.________
YARD PERSON
Part-tima & fuU-bma hrs. m
BuiMmg MATERIALS YARD.SLO Job
mckidas. EQUIPMENT OPE RATION.yard
mamt .ERRANDS & HELPMQ CUSTOM
ERS
5450 Edna Rd .SLO 544-1375.

W JH IU iO
COACHES AND MANAGERS WkNTED
FOR SLO BABE RUTH BASEBALL CALL
V9ICE CROOKS 546-6504,544-6156 __
Looking for Hula Dancers
interested m starling a halau/
dancing for shows For more mfo
calf Eartene at 543-6147____________

is interested in hearing from
people involved in or having
knowledge ol term papers for
sale. Contact Alison Skratt at

756-1143
Anonymity assured

For Sala Skw.Fiachar RC4 205&727
fundings $125 or obo. Surfboards.
7"0"thrustar, 6'3"lhrustar, $100
each, all in good condition Call
549-9636 leave massaga_____________
UNIVEGA 12-SPEED. $75. OLYMPUS
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $35 STEW
541-4596

'79 SUZUKI QS425 WITH HELMET.
GLOVES AND HANDBOOK $350
543-9176_____________________
Suzuki 550 with parkino sticker
1960 fair condition $600 or
best-Great for around town
Call Dean 541-6412

DO YOU 1MANNA DANCE7I
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND
W ELL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE
TO YOU!

MOUNTAIN KLIEN 22in top of the li
ne components 1000 0 6 0 kurt
(605) 962-4061_______________________

MUSTANG DAILY

New Schwinn Paramount 63cm campag
nolo chorus 1tOOobo Kurt
(605)962-4061

756-1143
Anonymity assured

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U S. government?
Get the facts to d ^ t Call
1-312-742-1142 Bit. 8545

is interested In hearing from
people involved in or having
knowledge of term papers for
sale. Contact Alison Skratt at

Need pants altered? Skirls hemmed
Sm all
alteratlE P
Resonable rates
Call evenings 544-0559 new no.

PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
call Karen at 544-2692_________________
STICKY FINGERS WORD PROCESSING
Call Dayna at 544-1417

CONFISCATED VEHICLES CYCLES SPOR
TING GOODS.ETC. UP TO 90% OFF!
CALL AM-PM 1-227-6703 ext.JI.

MAZATLAN SPRING BREAK PARTIERS
8 Days to Party w/ College Tours
lvtrain-$3S to fly
Only $219 By
Call for info 1-800-528-60251!

To the Ladies of ThetaThank you so much for the
ireat time at our exchange!!!
A/.O.W‘!
The Brothers of PIKA

APPLE COMPUTER, INC
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

RUGBY vs LONG BEACH
ddle
Park 1 :00 scenic LopezLake win on
Sat Playoffs STEP on their face
WE HATE LONG BEACH WIN 4 IAN
Battle Gotee five the GoldenBoot
FlugbyvsLongBeachSTBIddleParkatl 00
scenIcLopezLake one more win Sat.
for the playoffs Poo B ro w n P Iss____

FRONTLINE
Reggae Band

FremdnrHall Saturday Night
$1.00 General/Ungenoral Public
featuring 2 Daves with dreads
JUMP IN i SKYDIVE ThHS WEEKEND
at The Paso AIrport.Call 544-4436

Sp, Otr. Male or female 544-7916

ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRMG QUARTER
CEDAR CREEK APT FURNINSHED.VCR.
MICRO.POOL.WALKNG DIST. TO
POLY.S237.50/MO. 546-0732_____________
W anted: Fem ale room ate
to share a room in a
furnished apartment, very dose
to Poly All utilities included
except phone artd electricity
541-04!
»54
543-4950

MUSTANG DAILY

AOII AXO AO
FOR BEING SUCH GOOD SPORTS
ROB
YOU WILL GET YOURS LATERI
THANKS
^ H ^ U CLASS______________________

«

ROOM FOR RENT
IN HUGE HOUSE

WE NEED ROOMMATES

IIROOM FOR RENT!!
Spring Quarter. 1 or 2 |
Male or Female Close to Poly
Furnished. Call 541-9233________________
1 F own rm in nice house dose to
Cal Poly campus. Call 541-4918._________
1 or 2 FEMALE ROOMATES FOR SRG
QTR-FUN ROOMATES-HOUSE CLOSE
TO POLY-CALL 543-5812_______________
BEACH FRONT NEED 2F SHR RM $209tU
MUST SEE 541-4117___________________
Fern roommate wanted to share apt.
close to Poly .furnished 541-9286
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
ONLY 146.75

thankyo u

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE!'
I NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
a ROOM M A GREAT CEDAR CREEK
CONDO $237 5(VMO CALL 546-0726

on campus position, Macintosh
experience preferred, marketing
skills required, leave resume
with Gary York El Corral Book
store Computer Dept. By March 6
EARN TO 50% COMMISSION W/AVON
Helpers. New Reps Needed-544-3230!
ESM INTERNAL WILL HOLD FORMAL ONCAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR SUMMER
JOBS
AS PRODUCT LINE SERVICE REPS. ON
WEDNESDAY MARCH 8 from 9am to 230
pm.Major studies in Ag.Eng.Elect
ronics and related fields see Place
ment Center for more information.
IF YOU HAVE A LAWN MOWER WE NE
ED YOU! LARGE YARD NEEDS CARE
TWICE A MONTH $NEG. MUST HAVE
CATCHER or REMOVE CALL 543-7332
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS TELEQUIZ
OPERATORS-12 POSITIONS AVAILABLE
$5.00/HR(SALARY&BONUS) HOUSEWIVESAND STUDENTS WELCOME APPLY
475 MARSH ST.NO.40(MIDTOWN MOTEL)
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

-almost own room, w/d
Female roommate(s) wanted for
Spring quarter. Rent
negotiable. Parkwood Village
Apts. Call 544-2637-Coleen or
Anita.
FM NEEDE TO SHARE A RM SPRING
QTR. For more info. Call Danielle
at 541-0947.__________________________
LG OWN ROOM Fern $240/mo LagLk
Avail Spg Break JENNY 543-5397
M Roomate Own Room in Great House
$300 Autil 546-9594______________ _
M ROOMATE -OWN ROOM 3BED HOUSE
5 MIN 2 POLY 235/MO SP. QTR.
544-5407_____________________________
OWN RM. FOR RENT IN HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUS AND SLO TOWN! $182/MO.
CALL EVES. BETH 544-8909

smoker. No pets. 260/month & dep.
and utilities. Attractive Condo,
fireplace washer/dryer. Available
3/1/89, 541-5385._____________________
OWN ROOM in LARGE Los Osos House!
Fully furnished w/spaclous yard
& GREAT Sundeck. Breathtaking
VIEW of bay w/refreshing ocean
breeze. All the necessities:
micro.color tv w/cable & comfy
furniture. Must see. Alt yours
for ONLY $220/mo. 528-4791 eves.

2 ROOMS AVAIL SRG QTR IN 4BDRM
HOUSE. $185-200 FOR OWN ROOM
CALL 541-6046
FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452______________
Last Month Free 300 Dollar Dep.
Furnished (or 2-5 mm walk to
Pofy call (or info 544-3911_______________
Our STUDIOS are next to Cal Poly,
quiet.fully furnished induding
miaowaves. and reasonably priced
at $390/rr>o They're filling fast
so call for more info 543-4950
Room Avail Spring A summer qtrs
Laguna Lake,Furn,$250/150 5439279
SHARE HOUSE M/F OWN ROOM 2 BED
HOUSE NEAR FRENCH 1/2 ACRE $300
& UTILITIES $250 DEPOSIT AVAIL
3/1 MESSAGE 543-7332_______________
Studio-Fumished,microwave,One
block from Poly-Call 541-9279

AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432 __
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONIX)? For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses & condos for sale
in SLO.CALL Stove Nelson 543-8370
and leave message.Farrell Smyth,Inc

Business
Directory
Central Coast Schools 481-4222

Real Estate Licensing
Computer Training 481-4222

Wbrdstar/Wp State app. now reg.

HELIUM BALLOON PKGS. 543-3103

50 Balloons & Up rental incl.

California style CHEESECAKE

is for sale by the slice in the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretto

RESUMES.GRAPHICS.LASER PRINTS

Dreamscape Does IT! 541-6234

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50

double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST $1.50/pg
SR.PROJECTS & MORE 541-0168 (5hris
R&R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591

(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for t-^ rs
LASER PRINTER/Studt.Rates By Appt
RESUMES, Senior Projects & Morel

Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
ROBIN TO THE RESCUEI 543-1668

Typing/Wp? Our Name says it all!
SR. PROJECTS & MASTERS THESES

Linda Black 466-0687/541-3883.
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Mystery cook on Cajun kick

LAW
F ro a p a g t 1
Quoting ex-Supreme Court
Justice Robert Jackson, Fetzer
said. “ Ownership meant no more
to them than to roam the land as
a great common, and to possess
it and enjoy it in the same way
that they possessed and enjoyed
sunlight and the west wind and
the feel of spring in the air.”
Fetzer, who did his disserta
tion on the reaction of courts to
Indian* cases, expected that since
Indians have little political
power, their cases would “ lose
across the board.“
Suprisingly, he found that
cases which reached federal
courts won about half the time.
“ I was impressed with this,“

Fetzer said.
Federal judges seemed to give
the “ benefit of doubt to the In
dians when there was some
doubt," he said.
This attitude laid the basis for
a general application when inter
preting Indian law.
“ (F e d e r a l) C o u rts give
generously when applying Indian
law to the Constitution, and rule
narrowly when applying Constitional law,“ Fetzer said.
It was in the state courts
where Indians had trouble.
Fetzer surmised that state
judges were more susceptible to
political pressure and bemuse of
it, would not rule against those
who held the political power.
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Spicy and hearty jambalaya fo r enthusiasts to try-a
ave you seen that old guy in
the potato chip commercials
that always says, “ Now
that’s spicy,” with some
quasi-legitimate Louisiana ac
cent? This is supposed to be a
Cajun chef of humble upbringing.
Although this guy ridiculously
smatters the word Cajun, 1 still
rather enjoy the food that hails
from his region of expertise.
Cajun is a food born from the
combination o f the cultured
French cuisine and the “ cornporn” cooking of the south. This
combination gives Cajun food
the subtle flavors and artistic
flair of the French, yet retains
the eye- popping twang of the
south. Cajun food became very
hip about three years ago and
since then, most people have
learned what the words creole,
gumbo, and jambalaya stand for.

H

Jambalaya is pretty quick and
extremely good. Jambalaya is a
tomatoe-based dish with shrimp,
chicken, Cajun sausage, or any
combination of these. Alright,
here we go!
First s u n cooking some rice.
Next, in a large pot with some
oil, saute these until the onions
start to turn clear:

• 1/2 cup chopped onion, large
•1/2 cup chopped green or red
bell pepper
• 1/4 cup chopped celery
•as always one clove minced
garlic
After the onions start to turn
clear, add about 18 ounces of
tomato sauce. Let this stew on
medium and spice with this:
•red pepper
•white pepper
•black pepper
These are the not-so-secret ingredienu of most cajun dishes. A
blackened chicken or fish recipe
calls for these three peppers:
paprika, garlic powder, and
thyme.
Mix these together, roll the

Hsh in it and fry it over high
heat.
Back to the jambalaya. If you
are using shrimp or chicken don’t
add it until the end . This i$ ex
tremely important for the shrimp
because if it is over cooked, it
will seem like rubber. Don’t
forget the chicken needs to be
sliced and the shrimp needs to be
peeled. If you are using sausage,
it is good to slice the sausage in
to 1/4-inch rounds and brown be
fore adding. They can be added
at any time.
After the meat is cooked, serve
over rice and enjoy.
Here’s a neat one that 1 tried
about a month ago.
Place a flower of garlic — the
whole flower — in the oven at
373 degrees for 43 minutes. Then
take it out. take off a clove,
squish it on a little bread and
eat. All you have to do is squeeze
one end and it comes out the
other. Sounds pretty heavy, eh?
Don’t worry, the taste was ex
tremely mild and much to my
liking. I am sure that you will
like it too.
There is not a whole lot of ef
fort involed in these, and the
jambalaya will feed you for a
couple of days. Enjoy!

PARKING
OPEN TO
MIDNIGHT
MON • THURS
FRIDAYS TO 6:00
SATURDAYS
10:00 TO 5:00

Tour Pull-Service COPT a n d GRAPHICS Center

SELF-SERVE

MACS

PRINT-QUALITY COPIES
TYPESEHING
RESUMES
STATS & M o r e . . .

$6.00/hr
Laser Prints 35c

FOOTHILL PLAZA • 7 7 5 FOOTHILL BLVD • S A N LUIS O B IS P O • 5 4 4 - 3 6 2 5

From page 1
Cal State Northridge. The con
struction has been delayed
because of ongoing negotiations
with the faculty union.
The parking fee increase is a
part of a five-year plan for build
ing parking structures at several
campuses statewide, said Samit.
In the University of California
system, money from parking fees

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
FOR FALL '88
(805) 5 4 3 -4 9 5 0
1 M ustang Drive
SLO, CA 93401
....-It r.-.

w—

stays on campuses for construc
tion and improvement. In the
CSU, the money is “ put into one
big pot” and, according to the
CFA, doing nothing but growing.
If the CSU goes ahead and
raises the fees numerous ques
tions are expected to arise about
where the money in the CSU
reserve is going, said HarmonElliott.

